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SafeAPT: Safe Simulation-to-Real Robot Learning
Using Diverse Policies Learned in Simulation

Rituraj Kaushik , Karol Arndt , and Ville Kyrki , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The framework of sim-to-real learning, i.e., training
policies in simulation and transferring them to real-world systems,
is one of the most promising approaches towards data-efficient
learning in robotics. However, due to the inevitable reality gap
between the simulation and the real world, a policy learned in
the simulation may not always generate a safe behaviour on the
real robot. As a result, during policy adaptation in the real world,
the robot may damage itself or cause harm to its surroundings.
In this work, we introduce SafeAPT, a multi-goal robot learning
algorithm that leverages a diverse repertoire of policies evolved
in simulation and transfers the most promising safe policy to the
real robot through episodic interaction. To achieve this, SafeAPT
iteratively learns probabilistic reward and safety models from real-
world observations using simulated experiences as priors. Then, it
performs Bayesian optimization to select the best policy from the
repertoire with the reward model, while maintaining the specified
safety constraint using the safety model. SafeAPT allows a robot
to adapt to a wide range of goals safely with the same repertoire
of policies evolved in the simulation. We compare SafeAPT with
several baselines, both in simulated and real robotic experiments,
and show that SafeAPT finds high-performing policies within a few
minutes of real-world operation while minimizing safety violations
during the interactions.

Index Terms—Evolutionary robotics, learning from experience,
machine learning for robot control.

I. INTRODUCTION

R EINFORCEMENT learning (RL) is a promising direction
towards allowing robots to acquire new skills through

real-world interaction. Despite impressive results in simulated
applications, such as simulated robots [1], the application of RL
on physical systems is limited primarily due to the low data
efficiency of these algorithms [2], [3].

In recent years, the idea of sim-to-real policy adaptation has
become a promising alternative to improve data-efficiency in
robot learning using RL [4], [5]. In this approach, a policy is
learned first in simulation, and later adapted through real-world
interactions to account for unmodeled or unknown variations
between the simulation and the reality, often referred to as the
reality gap.
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Fig. 1. Safe sim-to-real policy transfer in the presence of an unknown reality-
gap (e.g., unknown friction) between the simulation and the real world, and
when the goal of the task (e.g., the desired location of the puck) is not specified
a priori in the simulation.

To further improve the data efficiency in the sim-to-real policy
adaptation approach, repertoire-based learning approaches can
be used to optimize the policy on a discretized outcome-space,
which is often of a lower dimensionality than the policy pa-
rameter space [6], [7]. The outcome-space can be defined as
a user-defined space describing the outcome or the behaviour
of the policies. For instance, for a robot hitting a hockey puck,
the outcome-space can be defined as the 2D space of 〈x, y〉
coordinate positions of the puck after executing the policy on the
robot. Similarly, for a walking robot, the outcome-space can cor-
respond to the different types of gaits produced by the policies.
The core idea behind this approach is to evolve a large repertoire
(i.e., a collection) of high-rewarding policies in simulation and
associate each of them with a unique outcome in the discretized
outcome-space. Then, on the physical robot, the optimal policy
is chosen typically through Bayesian optimization [8] in the
outcome-space. The main hypothesis of this approach is that,
due to the diversity of the policies in the repertoire, some policies
in the repertoire will still produce high rewards on the physical
robot even in the presence of a large reality gap. For instance,
a robot with a damaged leg can still walk if the repertoire
has a policy to produce a walking gait that does not use the
broken leg.

Nevertheless, due to the presence of the reality gap, there
is no certainty that the policy learned in simulation is safe to
be deployed on the physical robot. The execution of an unsafe
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Fig. 2. Overview: SafeAPT first generates a large set of policies (also called a repertoire) that are maximally safe to achieve diverse goals in various simulated
dynamics conditions (e.g., friction, joint damage, mass etc.). Then, given an arbitrary goal in the real world, the robot figures out the most suitable policy to
maximize the reward by iteratively trying policies from the repertoire. SafeAPT ensures data-efficiency and minimizes the safety violations during real-world
interactions thanks to the probabilistic reward model and safety model learned online using the simulated data as “priors”.

policy may cause damage to the robot or its surroundings during
the evaluation or adaptation.

In this work, we introduce Safety-Aware Policy Transfer
(SafeAPT), a repertoire-based multi-goal learning approach.
SafeAPT allows a robot to learn new skills in simulation and
transfer them safely to the real world (Fig. 2). In the proposed
approach, we first evolve a large repertoire of policies that
achieve a diverse set of goals in simulation such that, for each
goal, the associated policy performs the task as safely as possible
within a distribution of diverse dynamics conditions. Then, on
the physical robot, SafeAPT performs Bayesian optimization
(BO) on the policy repertoire to maximize the reward for the
specified goal while maintaining the desired safety constraint
in each trial. To perform this constrained BO, we formulate an
acquisition function, Expected safe improvement (ESI). ESI-BO
uses two iteratively learned probabilistic models, corresponding
to the reward and safety transformations. These models map
the outcomes of the policies in the repertoire to the real-world
rewards and safety scores. As each policy in the repertoire is
associated with a unique outcome (i.e., the associated goal),
the transformation models implicitly map the policies to their
reward and safety score. To learn these models in a data-efficient
manner, we incorporate the simulated results in the repertoire as
priors for the models.

Our main hypothesis is that, due to the reality-gap, a policy
repertoire evolved in simulation undergoes a transformation on
the outcome-space for the real robot. As a result, the safety and
reward associated with the policies are also transformed. We
model these transformations with Gaussian process regression
models [9] using the simulated results as prior mean functions.

We compare SafeAPT with three baselines, both in simulated
and real-world experiments, and demonstrate that SafeAPT finds
high-performance policies within a minute of real-world interac-
tion while minimizing the safety constraint violations compared
to the baselines.

II. RELATED WORK

Several prior works use probabilistic dynamical models
to avoid unsafe behaviour during learning through trial-and-
error [10]–[12]. For instance, in [12], the agent first uses a

model-based RL approach to learn a probabilistic model to
capture uncertainty about transition dynamics and catastrophic
states. The model is then used in the real world for predicting
and avoiding potentially unsafe states.

Shielding-based safe RL approaches typically use a safety-
critic to estimate the safety of an action at the current state of
the RL agent [13], [14]. If any action is predicted to be unsafe,
the alternative safe action is executed by the agent. Typically, the
Bellman equation is used to update the safety critic with sampled
transitions from the current policy. However, while training
the safety-critic, the agent may violate the safety constraints.
Moreover, these approaches are not data-efficient enough to use
on physical robots.

One class of optimization algorithms that has been success-
fully applied to robotics is Bayesian optimization (BO) [15],
[16], particularly due to its ability to optimize black-box ob-
jectives which are expensive to evaluate. In [17], authors intro-
duce a general framework to incorporate inequality constraints
in Bayesian optimization. Similarly, [18], [19] propose safe
Bayesian optimization in the context of parameter tuning in
robotics. Nevertheless, BO does not scale well with the dimen-
sionality of the parameters. Thus, on physical robots, BO is
practically limited to optimizing around 10 parameters.

In order to scale up BO to high-dimensional parameter space,
repertoire-based learning in robotics performs the policy op-
timization on the low dimensional outcome-space. The core
idea behind this approach is to first pre-compute a large and
diverse set of policies in simulation with a quality-diversity
algorithm [20]–[22] and associate them with unique low-
dimensional discrete outcomes. Then, an optimization process
(such as BO) figures out the policy that works best in cur-
rent dynamics conditions on that discrete outcome space [6],
[23]–[25]. For instance, the IT&E approach [6] evolves a policy
repertoire for a Hexapod robot to walk forward in simulation,
but with different walking gaits (considering different gaits as
the outcomes). On the physical robot with a high reality-gap due
to a damaged leg, IT&E performs BO to figure out the gait (and
so the associated policy in the repertoire) that makes the robot
walk forward.

To incorporate safety into the IT&E approach, sIT&E [26]
includes safety constraints as additional dimensions to the policy
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repertoire. As such, the repertoire now contains diverse policies
to perform the same task (e.g., to walk forward as fast as pos-
sible), with different behaviours or outcomes (such as different
walking gaits) and with different safety scores. Given the safety
constraints, sIT&E figures out the policy through trial-and-error
using constrained BO [17]. The main limitation of sIT&E is that
when the goal of the task changes in the real world, the repertoire
needs to be evolved again, which is computationally expensive,
typically taking several hours. In addition, as the number of
safety constrained increases, so does the dimensionality of the
repertoire, making BO prohibitively expensive.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the prior work on
sim-to-real robot learning considers multi-goal and safe learn-
ing together. Unlike prior work, SafeAPT explicitly considers
diverse dynamics conditions that the robot might face in the
real-wold while evolving the repertoire. In addition, SafeAPT is
multi-goal and does not require the knowledge about the actual
goal of the task a priori in simulation.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider that the dynamics of the robot and the environ-
ment can be represented jointly with the following dynamical
system:

st+1 = f(st,at,ψ) +w (1)

where f(·, ·, ·) represents the state transition dynamics, st and
at represent the state of the system and action applied at time t,
ψ ∈ Rdψ is the dynamics parameter vector describing different
dynamics conditions, and w is the i.i.d Gaussian noise account-
ing for any unmodeled dynamics and the inherent stochasticity
of the system. We assume that the robot (our embodied agent)
has access to f(·, ·, ·) in the form of a physics simulator, but does
not know the value of the dynamics parameter ψreal in the real
world. Instead, the robot has the knowledge about the distribu-
tion of feasible real-world dynamics parameters p(ψreal).

The task has parametric goals g ∈ G ⊆ Rdg . We assume that
the robot is controlled by a deterministic policy (closed or open
loop) πθ parameterized by θ ∈ Rdθ such that at = πθ(st, t).
The execution of πθ on the system with dynamics parameters
ψ results in the trajectory τ = (s0,a0, s1,a1, . . . , sN ) and the
goal-space outcome go. After execution of the policy, for any
given goal g, the robot receives a goal-space reward R(go,g)
(which is inversely related to the distance between the goal-space
outcome go and the specified goal g) and trajectory safety score
C(τ ).

The robot has to solve the following optimization problem for
a specified minimum safety score (or safety-limit) λ and goal g
through episodic trial-and-error:

θ∗ = argmax
θ

Ego∼πθ
[R(go,g)] (2)

subject to Eτ∼πθ
[C(τ )] ≥ λ (3)

In addition, the constraint in (3) must be satisfied for any
policy evaluation on the physical robot. In other words, we are
not simply concerned about the safety of the optimal policy, but
we want every policy evaluated on the robot during exploration
to also be safe.

IV. APPROACH

SafeAPT consists of two main stages. We first generate a
repertoire of policies that produce diverse goal-space outcomes
in the simulation, while being as safe as possible on a distribution
of simulated dynamics conditions of the real world. Then, to
perform adaptation, we iteratively evaluate the most promising
safe policies in the real world while using the collected data to
train Gaussian process models describing the safety and reward
in the real world, with data from simulation acting as a prior. We
describe these stages in detail in the rest of this section.

A. Generating the Policy Repertoire in Simulation

The offline phase of SafeAPT starts by generating a policy
repertoire. Our objective here is to obtain a large set of policies
that are as safe as possible in simulation while covering the goal-
space G of the task as widely as possible (i.e., each reachable
discretized bin in G is assigned a policy that maximizes the
safety score while reaching any goal in the given bin). A policy
repertoire Π is a set of tuples 〈θ,go, c〉, where θ represents the
policy parameters, go ∈ Rdg is the goal-space descriptor asso-
ciated with the policy (e.g., the resulting Cartesian coordinate
in a goal-reaching task), and c is the safety-score for the policy
(the higher the better). It is to be noted here that SafeAPT does
not assume any specific policy representation.

To simulate different dynamics conditions, we perform
domain randomization by sampling N dynamics conditions
ψi=1:N from p(ψ). For instance, a dynamics condition may
describe the mass of the object that the robot is intended to
manipulate, or the friction in the robot’s joints.

To generate the policy repertoire, we use the quality-diversity
algorithm called MAP-Elites [20]. MAP-Elites first discretizes
the goal-space G into K cells and randomly initializes M
policies θi=1:M . Then, it evaluates these policies on each of
the dynamics conditions ψj=1:N in the simulator, and creates
the 〈θi,goi, ci〉 tuples for i = 1 : M . Here, goi is the mean
goal-space descriptor and ci is the minimum safety score ob-
tained in all the dynamics conditions with the policy θi. Then,
MAP-Elites attempts to insert the tuples into the respective
cells in the repertoire based on their corresponding goal-space
outcome. If two tuples fall in the same cell, the tuple with
the maximum safety score is inserted. After this initialization,
MAP-Elites performs the following steps iteratively until the
policy evaluation budget is reached: (1) randomly pick a tuple
〈θi,goi, ci〉 from the repertoire and add a small random variation
to the policy θi, (2) evaluate the policy on all the dynamics
conditions to create a new tuple, and (3) insert the new tuple
into the repertoire if the cell is empty, or, replace an existing
tuple by the new tuple having a higher safety score (discard the
new tuple otherwise).

After repeatedly performing the above steps for a sufficient
number of times, the repertoire will contain policies that are
maximally safe in the simulation over the distribution of the
feasible dynamics conditions.

B. Learning of the Reward and the Safety Model

In the real world, given a goal g, we assign rewards to the
tuples 〈θi,goi, ci〉 in the repertoire using the goal-space reward
function: ri = R(goi,g). These rewards are inserted into the
respective tuples in the repertoire: 〈θi,goi, ci, ri〉.
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Algorithm 1: Generate Safety Repertoire.

Require G ⊆ Rdg �Goal-space
Require Θ ⊆ Rdθ �Policy space
Require p(ψ) �Distribution of feasible real world
dynamics conditions

Require fsim(·, ·, ·) �The simulator
Require C(·) �Trajectory safety-score function
Require R(·, ·) �Goal-space reward function
Require Mmax �Max. number of evaluation
Require K �Number of cells in the repertoire

function Evalθ � Policy evaluation function for
MAP-Elites
Dc ← {} �Empty set of safety scores
Dx ← {} �Empty set of goal-space outcomes
for ψ ← ψ1 to ψN do
τ ,go ← Execute θ on fsim(·, ·,ψ) �Obtain
observations
Dc ∪ {C(τ )}
Dg ∪ {go}

end for
fitness ← minimum(Dc)
descriptor ← average(Dg)
return fitness, descriptor

end function
function REPERTOIRE()
ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψN ∼ p(ψ) �Sample N dynamics
conditions
Π← MAP_ELITES
(fsim(·, ·, ·),G,Θ,ψi=1:N ,EVAL(·),Mmax,K)

return Π
end function

We initialize two GP regression models that are used to
learn a safety transformation function and reward transformation
function in the goal-space Tc : G �→ R and Tr : G �→ R. A GP
model can be fully defined by the mean functionM(·) and the
covariance function k(·, ·):

Tc(·) ∼ GP (Mc(·), kc(go,g
′
o)) (4)

Tr(·) ∼ GP (Mr(·), kr(go,g
′
o)) (5)

If Dc1:t and Dr1:t are the safety and reward observations in the
real world for t policies from the repertoire, then the GPs can be
calculated as:

P (Tc(go)|Dc1:t) = N
(
μc(go), σ

2
c (go)

)
(6)

P (Tr(go)|Dr1:t) = N
(
μr(go), σ

2
r(go)

)
where,

μc(go) =Mc(go) + k
T
c (Kc + σ2

nc
I)−1(Dc1:t −Mc(go))

μr(go) =Mr(go) + k
T
r (Kr + σ2

nr
I)−1(Dr1:t −Mr(go))

σ2
c (go) = kc(go,go)− kTc (Kc + σ2

nc
I)kc

σ2
r(go) = kr(go,go)− kTr (Kr + σ2

nr
I)kr (7)

Mc(·) andMr(·) are prior mean-functions for safety and reward
transformation models respectively. For any goal-space outcome
goi in the repertoire,Mc(goi) = ci andMr(goi) = ri,σ2

nc
and

σ2
nr

are the prior noise for the GP models, Kc and Kr are the

Algorithm 2: Sim-to-Real Safe Policy Transfer.

Require The repertoire Π = {〈θi,goi, ci〉|i = 1, 2, . . .}
�See Algorithm 1

Require The goal g ∈ G
Require Goal-space reward function R(·,g)
Require Trajectory safety-score function C(·)

for all tuple in Π do
ri ← R(goi,g) �Compute rewards for each tuple
Insert ri in the tuple: 〈θi,goi, ci, ri〉 �Update the
repertoire

end for
D ← {} �Empty dataset
Initialize GP models Tc(·) and Tr(·)
for i = 1 to MAX_TRIALS do

Compute ESI(go) for all tuples in Π �See (8) –10
θ+ ⇔ go

+ = argmax go∈ΠESI(go)

r+, c+ ← Execute(θ) �Observed safety and reward
D ← D ∪ {(go

+, r+, c+)}
Update Tc(·) and Tr(·) using D

end for

kernel matrices, kc and kr are the rows of the kernel matrices
associated with the query go.

Equations (6) and (7) model how the safety and the reward are
transformed in the real world compared to the values stored in
the repertoire. For any policyθi in the repertoire, the safety score
and the reward can be predicted using the associated goal-space
outcome goi using Equations (6) and (7).

C. Sim-to-Real Policy Transfer Using Bayesian Optimization

We modify the expected improvement (EI) acquisition func-
tion [8] of BO to filter out the policies in the repertoire that
are potentially unsafe to execute on the robot. More concretely,
we formulate an acquisition function called Expected Safe Im-
provement (ESI) as follows:

ESI(go) = EI(go)× 1λ(go) (8)

where,

1λ(x) =

{
0 if LCBc(go) < λ

1 otherwise
(9)

LCBc(go) is the lower confidence bound on the predicted safety
for the policy corresponding to the goal-space outcome go in the
repertoire:

LCBc(go) = μc(go)− κσc(go), κ ∈ R+ (10)

In each episode, a new policy θ+ is selected from the repertoire
by maximizing ESI(go):

θ+ ⇔ go
+ = argmax

go∈Π
ESI(go) (11)

After each episode, the GP models are updated with the new
observations (6) and (7). The process continues until the max-
imum number of trials is reached. Due to the clipping in the
ESI function, SafeAPT only finds the maximum reward possible
within the safety limit when the maximum reward is unsafe to
attain.
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D. Probability of Safety Violation

For any policy in the repertoire with associated goal-space
outcome go, the probability of the safety limit λ being violated
can be computed using the Gaussian error function erf(·) as

Pr(c < λ) =
1

2
+

1

2
erf

(
z√
2

)
where, (12)

z =
λ− μc(go)

σc(go)
(13)

⇒ λ = μc(go) + zσc(go) (14)

Now, using the ESI(·) acquisition function (8) & (9), BO only
considers policies with LCB on safety at least equal to λ for
deployment on the real robot, i.e.,

λ ≤ μc(go)− κσc(go) (from (9)&(10)) (15)

Now using (14) in 15

z ≤ −κ (16)

Since erf(·) is a monotonically non-decreasing function of
z, using 16 in 12:

Pr(c < λ) ≤ 1

2
+

1

2
erf

(−κ√
2

)
(17)

The inequality in 17 is the upper bound on the safety violation
assuming that the GP accurately captures the mean and variance
of the safety score associated with a policy in the repertoire.
From 17 we see that a higher κ value lowers the upper bound
on the probability of violating the safety limit. Intuitively, a
higher κ value means that we are less certain about the mean
prediction of the safety. Thus, BO selects policies that have
mean safety prediction well above the specified safety limit,
reducing the probability of failure. However, setting a very
high value of κ will restrict BO from testing policies that are
slightly risky but can potentially give a higher reward. In other
words, κ controls the trade-off between the safety and reward
maximization objectives.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We evaluate SafeAPT on three simulated and one real-world
setup, and compare the results with three baselines:

1) CBO: Constrained Bayesian Optimization with learned
reward and safety models [17]; we expect this baseline to
be less data-efficient as the optimization happens directly
on the policy parameter space.

2) SafeAPT (no GP-safety): An ablation baseline of the
proposed algorithm, where the sim-to-real safety trans-
formation function is not learned from the real-world
data; instead, the safety priors stored in the repertoire are
assumed to be valid in the real world. This baseline shows
the importance of learning the safety model from the real
world interaction, even though the repertoire has policies
that are potentially “at least safe” over a distribution of
dynamics conditions.

3) SafeAPT (single dynamics): An ablation baseline of the
proposed algorithm, where only one dynamics condition
(randomly sampled from p(ψ)) is used to generate the
policy repertoire. This baseline evaluates the importance
of using multiple dynamics situations to generate the
repertoire.

The goal of these experiments is to evaluate SafeAPT against
the baselines in terms of (1) data-efficiency, (2) the rate of safety
violations during the real-world trials, and (3) the performance
(reward) of the final policy. All the simulated experiments are
performed with several randomly chosen dynamics conditions
at test time. We report the results for the worst case in terms of
safety, i.e., the dynamics condition that has the highest number
of safety violations over all the algorithms.

A. Asteroid Landing Task

In this task, a simulated asteroid lander has to find a policy
that takes it to an altitude of 100 meters and hovers there.
While learning the policy, the lander should not go below a safe
altitude of 40 meters. For training, we sample 5 gravitational
accelerations for each replicate from the uniform distribution
U(3, 10) m/s2.

Here, the policy is a PID velocity controller, whose three co-
efficients as well as a sequence of five vertical velocity set-points
collectively form the policy parameters (8D policy space). The
duration of each episode is 15 seconds. The goal-space descrip-
tor is the 1D altitude of the lander. The goal-space reward is
inversely related to the distance between the desired altitude and
the final altitude achieved after the execution of the policy on the
lander. The safety score is the minimum altitude encountered in
the trajectory.

B. Planar-Arm Goal Reaching Task

In this task, a 4-DoF planar kinematic arm (shown in the
middle of Fig. 4) has to reach a specified 2D goal location
(marked in blue) while avoiding 4 unsafe regions (marked in
red). During learning, the end-effector should maintain at least 1
unit of distance from the unsafe regions. We use 10 combinations
of link lengths for training – each link length is sampled from
U(4, 7) units.

Here, the policy is a feed-forward neural network with 204
parameters that takes in the current joint angles as input and
outputs joint velocity commands at every time-step. The episode
length is 50 timesteps (5 seconds). The goal-space descriptor
is the 2D location of the goal (scaled to [0, 1]2). The reward
is inversely related to the distance to the goal from the final
end-effector position. The safety score is defined as the closest
distance to the unsafe regions from the end-effector encountered
in the trajectory.

C. Kuka-Arm Hockey Task

This task involves a Kuka LWR 4+ robot arm hitting a
hockey puck with a stick such that the puck slides to the
desired target position, following [27], [28]. During learning,
the puck should be at least 0.1 meters away from the edge
of the table (the safety constraint). We sample 5 friction co-
efficient values from U(0.4, 0.7) during training. The sim-
ulation is done using MuJoCo [29]; the simulated setup is
shown in Fig. 4.

In this setup, the policies are parametrized by θ ∈ [−1, 1]119.
To obtain joint position commands, θ is passed to a denoising
neural network model, pretrained on a wide range of striking
motions — with different intensities and from different direc-
tions, resulting in a list of 17 joint setpoints, which are then
interpolated using a cubic spline. The time required for each
episode is 9 seconds. The goal-space descriptor here is the
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Fig. 3. GP updates in Asteroid landing experiment: Plots show how reward and safety GP models are updated using the observations after each episode and how
SafeAPT cautiously improves the reward while maintaining safety at each trial.

Fig. 4. Simulated experiments.

2D coordinate space on the table where the puck should land
(scaled to [0, 1]2). The reward is inversely related to the distance
between the puck and the goal location. The safety score is
defined as the distance from the puck to the closest edge of
the table.

We also built a real-world version of the hockey-puck setup
comprising of a Kuka LWR4+ arm (the same as was used
in simulation) equipped with a plastic floorball stick. For the
experiment, we used an ice hockey puck, with a whiteboard
acting as a low-friction sliding surface. The position of the
puck is measured by a ceiling-mounted Kinect camera. The
safety area is demarcated by a row of wooden cubes, with
the target position placed 10 cm away from the safety boundary.
For this experiment, we use the same repertoires that were used
in simulated experiments. The real-world setup is visualized in
Fig. 1.

For all the experiments, we used squared exponential ker-
nels [9] for the GP models. The hyperparameters of the GPs and
BO are tuned through grid search in simulation by evaluating
SafeAPT’s performance on “simulation-to-simulation” policy
transfer with different dynamics conditions.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To provide some intuition behind the adaptation process with
SafeAPT, Fig. 3 shows the learning of the GP transformation
models for the safety and the reward function in the Asteroid
landing task. Thanks to the repertoire generated in the diverse
simulated conditions, these GP models start with quite infor-
mative priors, which allow the models to learn with only a few
data points from the real world. We observe that, in the first
trial, the lander successfully hovers around 200 meters from the
surface considering the high uncertainty about the safety of the
policies below that level. The lander then cautiously tries policies
from the repertoire that potentially improve the reward without

TABLE I
SAFETY VIOLATIONS PER EXPERIMENT: THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE

SAFETY LIMIT IS VIOLATED IN EACH EXPERIMENT OF 20 EPISODES (MEAN

AND STANDARD DEVIATION OVER 15 REPLICATES)

violating the safety limit until it finds the policy that hovers the
lander at the desired altitude of 100 meters.

From the plots for the simulated experiments (Fig. 5) we
observe that SafeAPT finds at least as high rewarding policies as
the baselines while maintaining the safety constraint throughout
the whole adaptation process. On the other hand, the baselines
violate the safety constraints during trial-and-error learning
more frequently than SafeAPT (Table I). From Fig. 6 we also see
that when the maximum rewarding policy is unsafe to execute,
SafeAPT only obtains as high reward as possible within the
safety limit.

Looking at the two ablations of SafeAPT, SafeAPT with-
out the safety GP maximizes the reward greedily and is thus
consistently violating the safety constraint in all the experi-
ments. On the other hand, SafeAPT trained only on single
dynamics is more effective at maintaining the safety constraint
than SafeAPT without the safety GP (due to the learned safety
model). However, it performs worse than complete SafeAPT
due to the lack of diversity of dynamics in the simulations. As
expected, due to performing the policy optimization directly
on the high-dimensional parameter space, CBO is not able to
compete with repertoire-based counterparts in terms of reward
maximization. In terms of safety, CBO performs only slightly
better than the other baselines.

In the sim-to-real Kuka hockey task, SafeAPT achieves not
only a higher reward (out of the maximum possible reward
of 1) but also complies with the safety constraint (no safety
violations were observed in 8 replicates with independently gen-
erated repertoires; see Table II). Like in previous experiments,
SafeAPT without the safety GP violates the safety constraint
more frequently than the other baselines. Similar to the simulated
setups, SafeAPT trained only on single dynamics shows fewer
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Fig. 5. For the experiments (a)–(c) the plots A and B show the medians, 25 and 75 percentiles of the reward (plot A) and safety score (plot B) per episode for 15
replicates. Plot C shows the distribution of the executed policies on the reward-safety space.

Fig. 6. Hockey-puck experiment when the goal cannot be reached safely.

safety violations due to the presence of the learned safety model.
However, due to the lack of diverse dynamics conditions in
simulation, it fails to achieve as good reward as SafeAPT in
the real world. As expected, due to the high-dimensional policy
parameter space, CBO fails to achieve as high rewards as the
repertoire-based counterparts. Nevertheless, thanks to the con-
straint in BO, CBO violates the safety constraint less frequently
than the other baselines.

To summarize, both the simulated and physical experiments
confirm that, due to the lack of prior knowledge derived from
diverse simulated situations, CBO fails in achieving satisfac-
tory rewards and maintaining safety constraints. The ablation
baselines SafeAPT (no GP safety) and SafeAPT (single dy-
namics) confirm that the diversity in the simulated conditions
and learning of the safety transformation model help SafeAPT
to not only achieve higher reward in a data-efficient manner
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF PHYSICAL KUKA-ARM HOCKEY TASK: TABLES SHOWS THAT

ON AVERAGE, SAFEAPT ACHIEVES HIGHER REWARD BEFORE ANY SAFETY

VIOLATION COMPARED TO THE BASELINES (8 REPLICATES, EACH WITH

BUDGET OF 15 EPISODES)

but also to maintain the safety constraint during learning in the
real world.

VII. CONCLUSION

Learning new skills through real-world interaction becomes
challenging when, in addition to maximizing the reward, the
robot must ensure safety during the interaction. In this paper,
we introduced a sim-to-real multi-goal learning algorithm called
SafeAPT for safe robot learning in the real world. SafeAPT in-
herits the typical limitation of repertoire-based learning, i.e., the
pre-computed policies can be sub-optimal if the discretization of
the goal space is not dense enough. Nevertheless, if further policy
refinement is desired after performing SafeAPT, the fine-tuning
of the policy can be performed on the parameter space safely
using algorithms like Safe-Opt [19].

In SafeAPT, repertoire construction may take several hours.
However, as it happens only once in simulation, it does not
impact the performance of the algorithm in the real world. This
process also scales well with the number of available CPU cores.

SafeAPT assumes that the reward function depends only
on the goal-space outcome of a policy and the specified goal
of the task. Thus SafeAPT may not scale well with complex
reward functions. Nevertheless, we can still incorporate all the
components of the reward function into the goal-space as long
as MAP-Elites and BO do not get overwhelmed by the curse of
dimensionality.

We believe that sim-to-real learning approaches like SafeAPT
can be useful in goal-oriented robot-learning applications where
a small mistake by the robot can incur a high cost or a complete
failure of the mission.
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